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Theories are presented for calculating the solvent reorganization energy and the free energy change which
occur in photoinduced donor/acceptor electron transfer at the surface of micelles. The theories are based on
the Marcus theory for spherical reactants in a dielectric continuum. The micelle is modeled with regions of
differing dielectric properties, representing the micelle core, the headgroup region, and the surrounding water.
The free energy change accompanying electron transfer can be calculated from redox measurements made in
bulk liquids. The theories are applied to previously published photoinduced intermolecular electron-transfer
data between octadecylrhodamine B (ODRB) and N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA) molecules.1 The ODRB and
DMA molecules are located in the surface region of three different types of surfactant micelles: dodecyl-,
tetradecyl-, and cetyl-trimethylammonium bromide (DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB, respectively). The data show
an increased rate of electron transfer with increasing micelle radius. Application of the new theory to the
electron-transfer data along with information provided by neutron scattering experiments show that the
headgroup regions of the three micelles have different dielectric constants because water penetration into the
headgroup regions decreases as the surfactant length increases.

I. Introduction
Photoinduced electron transfer is influenced substantially by
the local environment of the donor and acceptor. The form of
this dependence has been of considerable interest for many
years.2-6 Solvents will affect diffusion rates, free energies of
transfer (∆G), and solvent reorganization energies (λ). Theories
have been developed for calculating these quantities in bulk
liquid solvents.2,7,8 However, electron transfer dynamics in
heterogeneous restricted geometry systems can differ markedly
from those in bulk solvents. Restricted geometry systems are
of interest because of their potential to prolong the lifetime of
charge transfer states, a goal of electron-transfer studies
interested in solar energy utilization.9-13 Theories developed
for use in bulk solvent systems are not expected to apply to
systems of different geometry. For a donor interacting with
many acceptors all undergoing spatial diffusion, the geometry
of the system determines the time-dependent distribution of
donor/acceptor distances, which profoundly affects the time
dependence of photoinduced electron transfer. For example,
electron transfer from a donor to acceptors confined to move
on the surface of spherical micelles has been studied theoretically and experimentally.1,14-16 The electron transfer dynamics
are substantially modified by the restricted distribution of
separations arising from the spherical geometry of the system,
compared to those in a homogeneous liquid.
In addition to strictly geometrical changes in distance
distributions, it has been recognized that heterogeneous restricted
geometry systems can have an impact on the solvent reorganization energy, and solvent reorganization energies have been
calculated for some restricted geometry systems.5,17 In addition,
the free energy change associated with electron transfer is
†
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modified by a heterogeneous environment. This paper addresses
photoinduced electron transfer for donors and acceptors on the
surface of spherical micelles. In particular, the natures of the
reorganization energy and the free energy are examined both
theoretically and experimentally. The Marcus and RehmWeller forms for these quantities were derived for spherical
reactants in a dielectric continuum.2,8 For donors/acceptors
confined to the headgroup region of a micelle, the environment
is far from a dielectric continuum. The headgroup region has
dielectric properties that are distinct from the interior of the
micelle, and both the headgroup region and the interior of the
micelle dielectric properties differ substantially from the bulk
water which surrounds the headgroup region. Both the reorganization energy and the free energy are modified by the
micelle’s three-“layer” system, and both are sensitive to the
properties of each layer.
The sheer magnitude of literature concerning micelles demonstrates their importance and complexity. Micelles have been
studied by techniques such as NMR,18,19 X-ray scattering,20,21
neutron scattering,22 light scattering,23,24 cryo-transmission
electron microscopy (TEM),25,26 molecular dynamics simulations,27,28 and Monte Carlo simulations.29 In addition to their
important biological and industrial applications, micelles have
long been of interest to the electron-transfer community.1,9,16,30-36
Despite this substantial attention, surprisingly little is known
experimentally about the characteristics of micelles’ surface
regions.
Micelles formed near the critical micelle concentration from
ionic surfactants with fairly short tails are essentially spherical
(see Figure 1A).37,38 Their cores consist of the surfactant
molecules’ hydrocarbon tails and have approximately the density
of pure hydrocarbon.28,37 Outside this core is a complex
headgroup region. If the surfactant molecules are ionic, this
headgroup region contains ionic headgroups, counterions, water,
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic diagram of a micelle, indicating three regions.
The region inside the smaller circle contains the surfactant tails and is
the hydrocarbon core. The region outside the largest circle is water
with counterions. The shell between the two circles is the region of
surfactant headgroups (“+”), most of the counterions (“-”), the donor
(hatched) and acceptor (solid) molecules, portions of the surfactants’
hydrocarbon tails, and some water. The dielectric properties of this
region are expected to be intermediate between those of water and
hydrocarbon. (B) A diagram showing the geometry used in the
calculations. Donor (hatched) and acceptor (solid) molecules are shown
as spheres on the surface of a larger sphere. R is the distance between
the center of the micelle and the donor/acceptor molecules, r is the
distance between the donor and an acceptor. γ is the angle between
the lines joining the center with the donor and an acceptor. γ can be
used to obtain the cord length, r.

and portions of the surfactants’ hydrocarbon tails that have water
molecules associated with them.20,37,39-43 The headgroup region
forms a shell around the micelle’s core, and the entire entity is
surrounded by water and possibly some counterions that are
not bound closely to the headgroup region.42,43 Although this
model of a micelle is fairly well accepted,39 the literature varies
from treating micelles as uniform spheres25,44 to treating them
as two regions, with the width of the headgroup region
comparable to the radius of the core region.27,41 Whether this
surface region is wide enough to have its own set of distinct
properties, what governs diffusive motion within this shell, and
how this environment affects intermolecular electron transfer
are a few of the questions still under active investigation.
This paper introduces a new theory for calculating the solvent
reorganization energy for molecules confined to the headgroup
region of micelles. A corresponding theory for calculating the
free energy of electron transfer is presented, in which ∆G on a
micelle surface can be calculated from quantities measured in
bulk liquids. The theories are applied to photoinduced intermolecular electron-transfer data between octadecylrhodamine
B (ODRB) and N,N-dimethylaniline (DMA) molecules.1 The
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Figure 2. Free energy diagram showing reactant and product states
of the system. Reactants include the photoexcited donor and neutral
acceptor (D+*A). Population can leave the excited state by either
fluorescence (1/τ) or electron transfer (k(r)) to create the charge-transfer
products (DA+). The solvent reorganization energy (λ) and free energy
of forward transfer (∆G) are indicated. The x-axis denotes reaction
coordinate.

ODRB and DMA molecules are located in the surface region
of three different types of surfactant micelles: dodecyl-,
tetradecyl-, and cetyl-trimethylammonium bromide (DTAB,
TTAB, and CTAB, respectively). Time-resolved fluorescence
and fluorescence yield data reveal an increasing rate of electron
transfer with increasing micelle radius. Utilization of the
theories results in successful fits of the data. The micelle size
dependence of the electron-transfer rate arises because the
dielectric constant in the headgroup region varies with micelle
size. The results, along with information provided by neutron
scattering experiments,22,42 show that the headgroup regions of
the three micelles have different dielectric constants because
water penetration into the headgroup regions decreases as the
surfactant length increases.
II. Theory
Each micelle contains at most one donor molecule, which is
photoexcited and exchanges an electron with any one of a
number of acceptors on the same micelle. The electron-transfer
process can be modeled by a two-state potential well system
(see Figure 2). The ground state donor-acceptor system is
photoexcited with a laser pulse. In the case shown, the
photoexcited donor (D) begins as a positive ion and the acceptor
(A) begins as neutral, to correspond to the experimental system
described later. This excited state is depleted by two competing
processes: relaxation to the ground state, with rate 1/τ, and
electron transfer, with distance-dependent rate k(r). (k(r) is the
rate of forward electron transfer, which is treated here. The
combined problem of forward electron transfer and geminate
recombination has been studied.45-48 The same considerations
that are treated here for forward transfer apply to the distancedependent back transfer rate.)
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The form developed by Marcus in the 1950s for the distancedependent rate coefficient for nonadiabatic electron transfer in
the normal regime has been proven to be accurate in a wide
variety of systems.49,50 For the type of micelle systems under
consideration here, the Marcus transfer rate can be written as a
function of γ:2,3,51
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where γ is the angle between the lines joining the donor and
acceptor molecules on the micelle surface to the micelle center
(Figure 1B). γo, which accounts for donor-acceptor excluded
volume, is the angle at which the donor and acceptor hard
spheres are in contact. R is the distance between the centers of
the micelle and the donor/acceptor molecules, p is Planck’s
constant, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature. J is
the contact value of the donor/acceptor electronic coupling, β
characterizes the distance dependence of the electronic coupling,
λ is the solvent reorganization energy, and ∆G is the free energy
change of transfer.
The rate of electron transfer depends on many factors,
including the identity of the donor/acceptor, energies of solvation
and ionization, and distances. The solvent reorganization
energy, λ, is the energy required to have solvent molecules in
position to solvate the charge-transfer state but without chargetransfer having occurred (see Figure 2). ∆G is the free energy
difference between the reactant and charge-transfer states (see
Figure 2). The rate of transfer is also a function of r, the centerto-center distance between donor and acceptor molecules. On
the micelle, distances can be written in terms of angle γ: r )
2Rsin(γ/2), where r is the intermolecular distance and R is the
distance between the centers of the micelle and the donor/
acceptor molecules (see Figure 1B). In the analysis of the
distance dependence of the transfer rate, R is taken to be a
constant, determined by the micelle size. Then γ fully
characterizes the distance between the donor and acceptor on
the surface of a micelle of given radius.
Marcus derived a form of λ for spherical reagents in a
dielectric continuum,2,3,51 and Rehm and Weller derived a form
of ∆G for similar conditions.8 However, neither is directly
applicable to the problem of electron transfer on the surface of
a micelle.
A. Reorganization Energy. According to Marcus, the outer
sphere reorganization energy depends on the size of reactants
and the separation distance, as well as on the dielectric properties
of the embedding solvent. In his original formulation, a
homogeneous solution was considered. Thus, to describe the
electron transfer data on micelle surfaces, we have to properly
account for heterogeneous local structure of micelles.
We start with a model for which we neglect all the charges
except those participating in the electron-transfer event, although
the system consists of charged micelles surrounded by a sea of
counterions. However, it has been conjectured in the literature
that the effect of small ionic species should be modest compared
with the orientational reorganization energy of polar solvent
molecules.52 The role of the charged headgroups and counterions will be treated in a subsequent study.
The dielectric spherical shell model of a micelle used for the
calculations is shown in Figure 3B. We represent a micelle as
a sphere with dielectric properties different from those of the

Figure 3. (A) 2-phase model for the micelle system. The interior of
the micelle is taken to be a sphere of radius aC with hydrocarbon
dielectric properties. The medium outside this core is assumed to have
the dielectric properties of water. The donor (hatched) and acceptor
(solid) molecules, with radii aD and aA, lie outside the micelle core at
distances RD and RA from the center of the micelle. (B) 3-phase model.
Again, the interior of the micelle is taken to have a low static dielectric
constant. The donor and acceptor molecules are located in a shell of
radius aS which surrounds the micelle core. This shell contains not
only the donor and acceptor molecules but also the surfactant
headgroups, counterions, portions of the surfactant hydrocarbon tails,
and water (see Figure 1A). It is assumed to have a static dielectric
constant between that of hydrocarbon and water. Finally, the shell is
surrounded by water.

external solvent. The interfacial headgroup area, where the
reactants are located, is modeled by a concentric shell with its
own dielectric parameters. The reactants are also assumed to
be spherical. aC is the radius of the micelle core. aS is aC plus
the thickness of the headgroup shell. aD is the radius of the
donor, and aA is the radius of the acceptor. The donor and
acceptor are required to be completely enclosed by the shell
region so that aS g aC + 2max(aD, aA). RD is the distance
from the center of the micelle to the center of the donor, and
RA is the distance from the center of the micelle to the center
of the acceptor. For numerical calculations, we will take R )
RD ) RA ) aC + max(aD, aA). However, this condition is not
used in the derivation. Finally, r is the distance between the
donor/acceptor centers.
We follow the dielectric continuum approach,2,3,51 and thus
adopt all of the ensuing assumptions. The solvent reorganization
energy is given by

λ)

∑q

e2Rq
2

∫(ED - EA)2 dV

32π o

(2)
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where Rq ) op,q-1 - st,q-1. q ) C, S, or W to refer to the
micelle core, headgroup shell, or water region surrounding the
micelle, respectively. e is the charge of an electron, o is the
permittivity of free space. op,q and st,q denote the optical and
static dielectric permittivities of the appropriate region. ED and
EA are the vectors of electric displacement determined by the
total charge distribution on the donor and the acceptor,
respectively. The integration is performed over all of the space
excluding the two cavities, D and A. We assume the reactants
to be conducting particles and neglect the contribution of the
induced charges. In general, the Laplace (Poisson) equation
can be solved for the electrostatic potential satisfying the
appropriate boundary conditions to determine the electric
induction vectors (and the corresponding displacement). To
simplify the problem, we follow the approach of Marcus2 and
assume that the electric induction can be approximated by the
associated electric field due to a given charge distribution in a
vacuum,
-1

Ep(r) ) -∇|r - rp|

(3)

where p ) D or A.
With the above assumption, the integration in eq 2 can be
carried out analytically. It is convenient to rewrite λ as follows:

λ ) λ0 + λ1 + λ2

(4)
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where Vq values denote the volumes of the appropriate micelle
regions and reactants, F(aq) ) aq/(RDRA)1/2, and the integrals,
I, are defined below.
λ0 is the reorganization energy that would apply if the electron
transfer occurred in a bulk liquid with the dielectric properties
of the headgroup shell region, with
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being the main Marcus term and
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the Kharkats correction,53 where
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λ1 defines the correction due to the micelle core. Such threecenter correction terms have been calculated previously.54 Thus
we have,
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where Pn(x) denote Legendre polynomials, and the upper sign
corresponds to F(aq) < 1, the case for λ1. The lower sign applies
for the calculation of λ2. λ2 corrects for the external solvent.
Because we neglected the effect of induced charges, the
approximate expression obtained is universal and applicable to
both charge separation and charge shift reactions. The identical
approach can be applied to the problem of geminate recombination. Among the contributions to the reorganization energy,
(e2/8π0)RSI1 is the Marcus term, and the modifications arising
from the system’s heterogeneity are determined by the terms
with I22 and I3.
The reorganization energy for the 2-phase model (see Figure
3A), in which the micelle’s headgroup region is not treated as
distinct from the surrounding water, has already been calculated54 and is equal to

λ ) λ0 + λ1

(13)

where RS is replaced by RW.
B. Free Energy. The free energy change of photoinduced
electron transfer can be written:55

∆G(r) ) IPD - EAA - Wr + Wp - hν

(14)

where IPD is the ionization potential of the donor, EAA is the
electron affinity of the acceptor, Wr/p values denote the total
energy change to bring the reactants/products together on a
micelle surface at the given separation distance, h is Planck’s
constant, and ν is the frequency at which the donor’s normalized
absorption and fluorescence spectra cross.50
Weller calculated ∆G in a bulk solvent with a known static
dielectric constant when redox potentials are known in a solvent
with a different static dielectric constant.56 Following his
method, ∆G on the surface of a micelle can be calculated from
oxidation-reduction potentials measured in bulk solution. The
ionization potential of the donor and the electron affinity of
the acceptor can be written in terms of donor/acceptor oxidation/
reduction potentials (Eox/red) and solvation free energies as
follows:

(

IPD - EAA ) (EDox - EAred)B + 1 -

)

1
(S - Sr)
B p

(15)

where B denotes measurements made in a bulk liquid with static
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dielectric constant B. The redox term for bulk solution can be
measured experimentally with cyclic voltammetry. Sr/p is the
solvation energy of individual reactant/product ions in a vacuum:

S)

(

)

2
qA2
e2 qD
+
8πo aD
aA

(16)

where qD and qA are the charges (in units of e) on the donor/
acceptor. Reactant charges should be used for calculation of
Sr and product charges should be used for calculation of Sp.
Solvation energies calculated in this section assume a reference
state of infinitely separated reactants/products in vacuum. IPD
- EAA can be equated for the micelle and bulk liquid systems
because it is a relation of gas-phase properties.
Wr/p terms incorporate both solvation energies and Coulomb
interactions of the ions. They can be written as:
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where ED and EA are given by eq 3, and C, S, and W are the
static dielectric constants for the micelle core, shell, and water,
respectively. Reactant and product charges are used for Wr and
Wp, respectively. The integrals can be calculated using eqs
8-12 from the previous section.
∆G for the 3-phase micelle system can be calculated by
substituting eqs 15-17 into eq 14. The result is valid in both
charge separation and charge shift cases for any reactant/product
charges. The experimental system considered in sections III
and IV of this paper is a case of charge shift: D+A f DA+.
The final equation for this case can be simplified because
reactants are assumed to be equidistant from the micelle center
and thus the integrals over VC and ∞-VS-VC are zero. The final
result for charge shift in a micelle is:

∆G ) (Eox - Ered)B +

(

)(

)

1 1
1
e2 1
- + f(r,aA) - f(r,aD) - hν (18)
8πo S B aA aD
For the case of charge separation, the presence of the micelle
can influence the free energy of electron-transfer significantly.
However, the theory shows that for charge shift, D+A f DA+,
there is no micelle size dependence in ∆G. In fact, the
calculation of ∆G in this case is identical to the calculation
necessary if the transfer were occurring in a bulk liquid with
the static dielectric constant of the headgroup region, S.
For the 2-phase model, in which the micelle’s headgroup
region is assumed to have the same properties as the surrounding
water, the free energy is given by eqs 14-18, with S replaced
by W.
The Rehm-Weller expression for ∆G in a bulk liquid8 can
be obtained by replacing W, S, and C with B in eqs 14-17
to obtain:

e2(qDpqAp - qDrqAr)
∆G ) (E - E )B +
- hν (19)
4πoBr
ox

red

where the Kharkats correction terms are neglected.

Figure 4. Plots of rate coefficient vs distance. (A) k(r) is calculated
both for bulk water (dashed line) and for the 2-phase and 3-phase
micelle models (solid lines) for the three different micelle sizes given
in Table 1. This plot shows that the reorganization energy is significantly
different in the micelle models compared to bulk water and that the
3-phase model is notably different from the 2-phase model. Also, effects
due purely to micelle size are not substantial. (B) Rate constants for
bulk liquids with st ) 20, 7, and 4 (dashed lines) are compared to rate
constants for the micelle 3-phase model (solid lines). k(r) is calculated
for the micelles using micelle radii shown in Table 1 and st ) 20, 7,
and 4 in the shell region, corresponding to the final fits for electrontransfer data taken in DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB, respectively. The plots
show that using the appropriate λ and ∆G for a micelle makes a
significant difference in the rate coefficient.
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TABLE 1
DTAB
TTAB
CTAB

-1

R

S in shell

J (cm )

D (Å /ns)

16.7
19.2
21.7

20
7
4

30
30
30

4
6
7

2

C. Effect on Distance-Dependent Transfer Rate. Figure
4 shows plots of the distance-dependent rate coefficient for both
bulk liquid and micelle cases. Although it is more convenient
to write k as a function of γ for micelle calculations, the figure
shows k as a function of r to more readily compare micelles to
each other and to bulk liquids. r and γ are related by the micelle
radius, R: r ) 2Rsin(γ/2). Figure 4A compares k(r) for bulk
water to k(r) for the 2-phase and 3-phase micelle calculations
for the three different micelle radii given in Table 1. k(r) for
the micelle calculations is determined using the forms of λ and
∆G given in eqs 13 and 18 (S ) W, 2-phase model) and eqs
4 and 18 (3-phase model). The 2-phase model assumes that
the micelle is basically a sphere of hydrocarbon surrounded by
a water-like environment (see Figure 3A). The donor/acceptor
are at the hydrocarbon core/water interface. The 3-phase model
includes the headgroup shell (see Figure 3B). In the 3-phase
model, the donor/acceptor are located in the headgroup shell.
st ) 15 was chosen to approximate the intermediate-dielectric
properties of the headgroup shell region. The plots show that
the distance-dependent rate coefficient is strongly influenced
by the heterogeneous micelle environment. In the 2-phase
model, even though the donor/acceptor are exposed to water,
the plot demonstrates that inclusion of the hydrocarbon spherical
core makes a substantial contribution to the character of k(r).
The 3-phase calculations demonstrate that k(r) is further
influenced by the headgroup shell. The plots also show that
the changes in the rate coefficient due purely to changes in
micelle radii are not significant for the radii that correspond to
the micelles used in the experimental study. Therefore, although
treating λ and ∆G properly has a significant effect on the
calculated distance-dependent electron-transfer rate, the weak
dependence on size is insufficient to explain the data reported
previously.1 The data are discussed below in light of the new
theoretical considerations.
Figure 4B shows the rate coefficient vs distance for the final
fits to the data using the 3-phase micelle model (see section
IV). In these fits, the core and water dielectric constants are
fixed, and the dielectric constant of the headgroup region is
varied to fit the data in a consistent manner. In addition, plots
of k(r) are shown for bulk liquids with static dielectric constants
matching those used for the headgroup region in micelle
calculations. These plots show that the distance-dependent rates
are, in fact, very different in the three types of micelles (see
below). In addition, the figure shows that using the same
headgroup region dielectric constants in the conventional
isotropic theory produces wildly different distance-dependent
rate coefficients than those of the 3-phase micelle theory. Thus,
including the appropriate forms of λ and ∆G for the micelle is
necessary to obtain the correct rate parameters.
D. Calculation of Observables. The physical quantity of
interest in the experiments described here is Pex(t), the probability that the donor is in its excited state as a function of time
after photoexcitation. Details of the derivations of the following
equations have been published previously.1,14,15 Although the
equations in refs 14 and 15 are applicable for the model
discussed here and for electron transfer in the presence of a
potential of mean force, they are not valid in the presence of
an arbitrary potential. Consequently, the equations given here
are slightly different and are valid in the presence of any

potential. A detailed account of analogous modifications for
electron transfer in a dielectric continuum can be found in the
appendix of ref 45. Diffusion and the rate of forward transfer
are accounted for in the differential equation for the Green’s
function Gex(γ,t|γi):57

∂
G (γ,t|γi) ) D∇γ2Gex(γ,t|γi) - kf(γ)Gex(γ,t|γi)
∂t ex
Gex(γ,0|γi) )

δ(γ - γi)
πR sin γ(1 + cos γo)
2

(20)

∂
2πR2 sin γoD Gex(γ,t|γi)|γ)γo ) 0
∂γ
where the diffusion operator is

D∇γ2 )

∂
D
∂
sin γ
∂γ
R2 sin γ ∂γ

[

]

and D is the sum of the donor and acceptor lateral diffusion
coefficients. γo is the angle at which the donor and acceptor
hard spheres are in contact. Gex(γ,t|γi) considers only the onedonor/one-acceptor case. It is the probability per unit area that
at time t the donor is still excited and that the acceptor is at γ,
given that the acceptor was located at γi at time 0. Gex(γ,t|γi)
can be integrated over initial positions to get Sex(γ,t):

Sex(γ,t) )

2πR2 sin γi

∫γ Gex(γ,t|γi)
i

4πR2

dγi

(21)

Sex(γ,t) is the probability per unit area that a donor is still excited
at time t and that the acceptor is at γ for the one-donor/oneacceptor problem. Sex(γ,t) is the solution to a differential
equation analogous to that in eq 20, with initial and reflecting
boundary conditions as follows:

∂
S (γ,t) ) D∇γ2Sex(γ,t) - kf(γ)Sex(γ,t)
∂t ex
Sex(γ,0) )

1
2πR2(1 + cos γo)

(22)

∂
2πR2 sin γoD Sex(γ,t)|γ)γo ) 0
∂γ
The configuration average of the excited-state survival
probability in a micelle with n acceptors is

∫γπSex(γ,t)2πR2 sin γ dγ]n

〈Pex(t)〉n ) e-t/τ[

(23)

o

where τ is the fluorescence lifetime of the donor molecules in
the absence of electron transfer. To get the final experimentally
observable quantity, eq 23 must be combined with the fact that
acceptor molecules are not distributed uniformly among micelles. Acceptor molecules are assumed to follow a Poisson
distribution about N, the mean number of acceptors per micelle.
Then, the observable, 〈Pex(t)〉, is:
∞

〈Pex(t)〉 )

∑
n)0

e-NNn
〈Pex(t)〉n
n!

(24)

where 〈Pex(t)〉 is independent of donor concentration because
the concentration is low enough that each micelle has at most
one donor.
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Finally, fluorescence yield experiments measure the ratio, Φ,
of the steady-state fluorescence for a sample with acceptors
compared to that with no acceptors. The fluorescence yield
can be expressed as

Φ)

∫0∞〈Pex(t)〉dt
τ

(25)

Φ is useful because it is not dependent on the shape of 〈Pex(t)〉,
but only on the integrated area of 〈Pex(t)〉. In an experimental
measurement of the time-dependent fluorescence, the observable
is 〈Pex(t)〉 convolved with the instrument response. Therefore,
the short time behavior of 〈Pex(t)〉 is lost in the convolution.
Because Φ does not involve an instrument response, a simultaneous fit of Φ and the convolved 〈Pex(t)〉 greatly narrows the
range of parameters that are consistent with the data and yields
parameters that properly describe the short time electron-transfer
behavior. Data are fit to eqs 24 and 25 simultaneously, with a
χ2 fitting routine based on a downhill simplex method.58,59
III. Experimental Systems
Details of the sample preparation and experimental setup are
given in ref 1. Briefly, the samples are aqueous solutions of
micelles containing donor and acceptor molecules. Three types
of micelles are used: DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB. Surfactant
concentrations are near their respective critical micelle concentrations so that micelles formed are spherical and monodisperse.1,20,25,26,38
ODRB in its ground state is a singly charged positive ion
with an 18-carbon chain that tethers it into the micelle so that
the rhodamine B portion is in the headgroup region of the
micelle.60 ODRB is the molecule which is photoexcited, and
its concentration is low enough that there is at most one ODRB
molecule per micelle. For consistency with the terminology
used in the theory, ODRB will be referred to as the donor, even
though it is a “hole” donor.
DMA molecules are the hole acceptors. For each type of
micelle, several samples were made, each with a different DMA
concentration. The DMA molecules are assumed to follow a
Poisson distribution with an average number N per micelle.
Concentration can be characterized by the DMA packing
fraction, η, which is defined as the percentage of the surface
area of the micelle occupied by N DMA molecules (see ref 1).
NMR experiments show that the DMA molecules are located
in the headgroup region of the micelles (ref 1 includes a detailed
verification of this point).18,61
R is the distance from the center of the micelle to the center
of the donor/acceptor molecule. R, given in Table 1, is
calculated for each micelle using the Tanford equation, R )
1.5 Å + 1.265 Å‚T, where T is the number of carbons in the
hydrocarbon tail.1,62 Donor and acceptor radii were determined
from molecular modeling and from crystallographic data on
similar compounds, using a technique described in detail
previously.63 The ODRB and DMA radii are 4.45 and 3.05 Å,
respectively. γo varies with R and is the angle associated with
the contact distance, 7.50 Å. The difference between oxidation
and reduction potentials of the donor/acceptor species, (EDox EAred), was measured by cyclic voltammetry to be 1.6 eV in
bulk acetonitrile (st ) 37). Reference 1 includes details of the
cyclic voltammetry. The excitation wavelength, ν, used to
calculate ∆G, is 579 nm, the frequency at which normalized
ODRB absorption and fluorescence spectra cross.50
Two types of fluorescence data were collected: timedependent fluorescence decays and fluorescence yield. Time-

Figure 5. Examples of excited state survival probability data (solid
lines) and fits (dashed lines) for all three micelles with approximately
8% packing fraction of DMA. The figure shows that the electrontransfer rate increases with micelle radius. Fits are almost indistinguishable from the data. Fits shown are for parameters given in Table 1.

dependent data were taken with the fluorescence upconversion
technique. A 568 nm laser pulse is used to excite the sample.
The fluorescence is gathered and focused into a nonlinear optical
crystal, where it is mixed with another time-delayed laser pulse.
The sum frequency light generated from the mixing is detected
as a function of delay of the second pulse. The result is a timedependent fluorescence decay. τ, the fluorescence lifetime of
ODRB without acceptors present, was measured to be 1.8 ns
in all three types of micelle solutions. Fluorescence yield
measurements are corrected for ODRB concentration and
compared to fluorescence from a sample containing no acceptors. In both types of fluorescence experiments, detection was
done at the magic angle to eliminate contributions from
orientational relaxation. All experiments were conducted at
room temperature. Details of these experiments can be found
in ref 1.
IV. Experimental Results and Theoretical Analysis
Data on photoinduced intermolecular electron transfer between ODRB and DMA in micelles display a remarkable trend.
Because the three micelles studied are so similar, it would be
expected that for a given DMA packing fraction, the rate of
transfer would be constant from one micelle to the next. Figure
5 shows 〈Pex(t)〉 data for the almost identical DMA packing
fractions (η ≈ 8%) in the three different micelles studied. The
figure shows that the rate of electron transfer increases as the
micelle size increases. Small differences in packing fraction
are not enough to account for the differences in shape. In
addition, plots of fluorescence yield vs η and the time for the
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Figure 6. (A) Fluorescence yield data (solid) and fits (outlines) as a
function of DMA packing fraction for DTAB (circles), TTAB
(triangles), and CTAB (squares). Fits shown are for parameters given
in Table 1. (B) 1/e point of time-dependent fluorescence data curves
vs packing fraction. Although the decays are not exponential, this plot
demonstrates the differences between the decays in the different micelle
systems. Lines are guides to the eye. Although the trends are somewhat
linear in this region, theory shows that as packing fraction approaches
0, the fluorescence yield values approach 1 in a nonlinear fashion.

fluorescence decay to fall to 1/e vs η display the same trends
(See Figure 6). The lines in the figures are guides to the eye.
Figure 6A shows that fluorescence yield is not dependent solely
on DMA packing fraction. Although the data are not exponential, the plot of 1/e time (Figure 6B) provides a measure of
the relative rates of decay in the various samples. For a given
packing fraction the fluorescence decays faster as the micelle
size increases.
Independent of any theoretical model, Figure 6 demonstrates
that the excited-state survival probability depends on the size
of the micelle. Because the excited-state lifetimes are identical
in the three micelles, the differences in survival probability arise
from differences in electron-transfer dynamics. The electron
transfer theory presented in section II was applied to the data
to determine the source of the observed differences. First, the
original theory, which accounts for the micelle’s geometryimposed distribution of donor/acceptor distances but treats λ
and ∆G with the homogeneous model, was applied. Parameters
resulting from the fits to the data with the theory provide insights
into the causes of the observed micelle size-dependent electrontransfer dynamics. In the fits, D and J were allowed to vary.
Many electron-transfer studies have found β = 1.0 Å-1 (see
discussion in ref 1).64-68 Because fits are not strongly dependent
on β, β was held fixed at this value. ∆G was calculated using
the Rehm-Weller equation (eq 19) using the value of (EDox EAred) for acetonitrile and dropping the coulomb terms because
there is no coulomb interaction between the experimental donor/
acceptor pair. The Marcus continuum form for λ, which can
be obtained by removing I21 from eq 5, was used with the
dielectric constants for water, op ) 1.77, st ) 78.3.69 The
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theory can distinguish between the effects of diffusion and the
rate constant.
Fits using this model are similar in quality to those presented
in Figure 5. The fits are nearly indistinguishable from the data
in all three curves and for data obtained over a wide range of
packing fractions. Consistent fits are obtained for each type of
micelle over the full range of packing fractions. The resulting
parameters are J ) 50, 100, and 190 cm-1, and D ) 5, 6, and
7 Å2/ns, for DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB, respectively. Diffusion
constants in this range are consistent with experiments on
diffusion in micelles.32,70-72 Although diffusion has a notable
effect on the electron-transfer process,15,32,70-72 the differences
in the diffusion constants obtained from the fits are not large
enough to account for the observed differences in transfer
dynamics. However, the fits produce significantly different J
values for the three types of micelles.1 By varying J, the
distance-dependent transfer rate is varied. J depends primarily
on the identity of the donor and acceptor species. It is the value
of the donor-acceptor electronic coupling matrix element at
the contact distance. J should not depend strongly on the
molecules’ environment, and the headgroup regions of the three
micelles are very similar. The fact that very different J values
are necessary to fit the data suggests that the variation in J is a
surrogate for factors that have not been included in the
theoretical treatment. It is reasonable to assume that, in fact,
the J values should be essentially identical, and another factor
is responsible for the variation of the electron-transfer dynamics
with micelle size.
In ref 1, all possible explanations of the size-dependent data
were examined in great detail within a context in which λ and
∆G were treated using the homogeneous model. It was found
that the size dependence could not be explained. However, the
data could be fit with very similar J values when the Marcus
distance-dependent form of λ is arbitrarily multiplied by a
different constant for each micelle. This fitting procedure
demonstrated that the essence of the size dependence is
contained in the λ dependence of the distance-dependent transfer
rate, but such a qualitative approach does not provide a method
to obtain a quantitative description of the role of λ and ∆G in
electron transfer in the heterogeneous micelle system.
To obtain a quantitative understanding of the data, λ and ∆G
were calculated with the 2-phase model for electron transfer
on the surface of micelles. The micelle is modeled by a sphere
of low dielectric with the donor and acceptor at the water
interface and surrounded by the higher dielectric (water)
continuum (see Figure 3A). This simple model assumes that
the headgroup region has dielectric properties which are
essentially those of water. Donors and acceptors are still
expected to reside near the headgroups, where the outermost
methylene groups are, so R values are the same as those used
in the previous section (see Table 1). Some water is expected
to be associated with the first few methylene groups of the
surfactants, so the radius of the pure hydrocarbon core will be
smaller than R. For the purposes of calculation, the donor and
acceptor must be completely outside the low-dielectric region.
To fulfill this requirement, we let aC ) R - 4.45 Å, where aC
is the radius of the micelle core and 4.45 Å is the larger of the
donor/acceptor radii. This number is perhaps smaller than one
would predict, but it is not more than 20% different than the
average radius measured for the core of DTAB, TTAB, and
CTAB in neutron scattering experiments.22,42 In the hydrocarbon core, dielectric constants are taken to be those of hexane,
op ) st ) 1.88.69 Dielectric constants used for the water region
are op ) 1.77, st ) 78.3.69 λ and ∆G were calculated from
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eqs 13 and 18 (S ) W), respectively, using parameters given
in Section III. Excellent fits to the data were achieved using
the 2-phase model with parameters J ) 40, 60, and 120 cm-1,
and D ) 4, 6, and 7 Å2/ns. Although the values for J are
somewhat closer to each other than for the continuum model,
the differences in the J values are still substantial and still do
not seem physically reasonable. Variation in the size chosen
for the core does not substantially influence the results. The
2-phase model is not sufficient to account for the physical
properties of the micelle samples.
The failure of the 2-phase model occurs because a hydrocarbon core surrounded by water is not a realistic description
of the micelles. Micelles have a layer surrounding the
hydrocarbon core that has properties between those of hydrocarbon and water (see Figure 3B). This region contains the
micelle headgroups, counterions, water, and methylene groups
that have water molecules associated with them (see Figure 1A).
From Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations and
from neutron scattering and X-ray scattering data on micelles,
it is known that this shell on surfactant micelles with small,
ionic headgroups is 5-9 Å thick.20,22,27,29,41,42 For the calculations, we require the donor and acceptor to be completely
enclosed in the intermediate-dielectric region. Therefore,
because the diameter of the donor is 8.9 Å, and we do not expect
the shell to be any larger than this, the shell is assumed to be
this width. aC ) R - 4.45 Å, as it is for the 2-phase model. aS
) R + 4.45 Å, where aS is the outer radius of the intermediatedielectric spherical shell. Changing the shell width by (10%
results in less than 10% change in the J values, and no change
in D values resulting from fits. Therefore some error in shell
width does not substantially change the results of the calculations. In addition, a small error in donor/acceptor radii will
affect the J and D values resulting from fits. However, using
varying values of ODRB/DMA radii results in similar changes
in J for all three micelle systems, and therefore does not affect
the results discussed below. Dielectric constants for the core
and for the water region are the same as in the 2-phase model.
The optical dielectric constant of the shell region does not affect
fits significantly, so op ) 1.88 was chosen.
A range of values of the static dielectric constant in the
headgroup region, S, were used for each type of micelle. λ
and ∆G were calculated from eqs 4 and 18, using the parameters
given in section III. Using the 3-phase model, parameters were
varied to find fits to both time-dependent fluorescence and
quantum yield data for all three micelles that would result in
the same J value for all three micelles. The resulting fits are
shown in Figures 5 and 6. The fits are excellent, nearly
indistinguishable from the time-decay data. In the fits, J ) 30
cm-1 for all micelles, with S ) 20, 7, and 4 and D ) 4, 6, and
7 Å2/ns for DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB, respectively. The
differences in the D values are not very significant. In fact, a
D value of 5 or 6 Å2/ns could have been used in all calculations
without substantially reducing the quality of the fits. These
results are summarized in Table 1. Figure 4B shows plots of
rate constant vs distance for these parameters. Allowing S to
vary from one micelle to another makes it possible to fit all of
the data with all other parameters being essentially the same,
i.e., J, β, and D do not have to vary to describe electron transfer
in the three micelles. The variation in S produces differences
in λ and ∆G, which in turn have a substantial effect on the
distance dependence of electron transfer.
The question then arises as to whether it is reasonable to
assign different S to the headgroup regions of the three micelles.
Neutron scattering data have detected regions surrounding the
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Figure 7. Normalized absorption spectra for DMA in water (dashed
line) and in DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB solutions (solid lines from left
to right). A distinct shift in peak location is evident from one solution
to the next. DTAB spectrum is most water-like, TTAB is intermediate,
and CTAB is least water-like.

micelles’ hydrocarbon cores, with scattering length densities
different than the cores, varying in width from 9 to 8 to 7 Å for
DTAB, TTAB, and CTAB, respectively.22,42 The same studies
report that the number of methylene groups that have water
molecules associated with them is 4, 2.5, and 2.5, for DTAB,
TTAB, and CTAB, respectively.22,42 Both of these results
support the conclusion that the surface region of DTAB
incorporates more water than the surface region of larger
micelles, and that the amount of water in the headgroup region
decreases as micelle size increases. One possible explanation
is that segments of the surfactant tails near the micelle’s surface
will want to align with the surface rather than along the micelle’s
radius to minimize the number of water molecules in contact
with the hydrophobic core.29 However, the methylene units
nearest to the ionic headgroup are orientationally hindered.27
In DTAB this is a larger fraction of the hydrocarbon tail, making
DTAB surfactant molecules less capable of achieving the desired
exclusion of water.
In addition, spectroscopic experimental evidence supports the
idea that the compositions of the headgroup regions of the three
types of micelles are different. Figure 7 shows normalized
absorption spectra of DMA in water and in the three micelle
solutions. As the micelle size increases, there is a significant
red shift in the DMA absorption spectrum. The spectra
demonstrate that the DMA environment is not the same for the
three micelles. The spectra suggest that DMA in the DTAB
headgroup region has the most water-like environment and that
the headgroup regions of the micelles are less water-like as
surfactant chain length increases.
The values obtained for S are consistent with decreasing
water penetration as micelle radius increases. It is the decreasing
water penetration and the accompanying decrease in the
headgroup region dielectric constant with increasing micelle size
that is responsible for the micelle size dependence of the
electron-transfer dynamics. The intent of this paper is to explain
the observed size dependence through the application of a
detailed theory of λ and ∆G in the heterogeneous micelle
systems, rather than to obtain absolutely quantitative values of
S. Further refinements of the theory by the inclusion of
polarization effects are in progress. These may modify the
values obtained for S and J, but the general conclusions will
remain. It should be noted that the value of J ) 60 cm-1
reported in ref 1 was obtained for the three micelles by arbitrarily
choosing λcontact values. That value of J differs by a factor of
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2 from the J ) 30 cm-1 obtained here with the detailed theory.
The arbitrary approach did not provide a physical model or
values of S. The important fact is that the 3-phase model is
able to successfully describe data that could not be sufficiently
explained by either a continuum model or the 2-phase model.
These results demonstrate that electron transfer occurring in the
micelle headgroup region must be described with the 3-phase
theory using distinct properties for the core, headgroup region,
and surrounding water.
V. Concluding Remarks
A theory has been presented for the solvent reorganization
energy, λ, and the free energy, ∆G, of electron transfer for a
system of donor and acceptors located in the headgroup region
of spherical micelles. The theory treats the micelle as a
heterogeneous, 3-region system: the micelle core, the headgroup
shell, and the surrounding water. Each region has its own
dielectric properties. The theory shows that the heterogeneity
of the system has a significant impact on λ and ∆G, which in
turn substantially change the distance dependence of electron
transfer. A simpler 2-region model, a core surrounded by water,
also results in significant changes from a homogeneous system.
Comparison of the two- and three-region models demonstrates
that the headgroup shell plays a substantial role in determining
λ and ∆G.
The theoretical results were applied to the analysis of recent
experimental data on electron transfer on the surfaces of three
micelles which only differ in the length of their surfactant chains.
Despite the similarities of the micelles, the experiments show
that the electron transfer dynamics vary with micelle size. As
the micelle becomes larger, electron transfer is faster. Excellent
fits are obtained to the extensive data with physically reasonable
values of the relevant parameters. The differences in the
electron-transfer rates with micelle size were shown to arise
because the headgroup regions of the three micelles have
different static dielectric constants. It was argued that the
differences in dielectric constants of the headgroup shells arise
from different extents of water penetration into the headgroup
regions. This explanation is consistent with neutron scattering
data22,42 and spectroscopic data (Figure 7). The theoretical
analysis shows that electron transfer is very sensitive to the
molecular level details of the micelles’ headgroup regions.
Theoretical work is in progress that will add the role of
polarization effects to the calculation of λ and ∆G in micelle
systems. The addition of polarization effects may change
somewhat the values of the parameters reported above, but the
overall conclusions should remain unchanged.
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